Anagram-Sonnet for Darwin

Slow Beagle - untouched variants afar dub, sail to serve a chart; new fauna log:
Each vied as lawful burgeon, not a star of brutal heaven. Darwin's catalogues
draw evolution's changes; 'bear a fault' -
vow not, as able, gradual features inch.
Birds flow a nature-chosen age, a vault:
O, vague ruts saw an atoll breed a finch.
And for this casual labour, wage, event,
a wall of vain act authors genus, breed,
or waves of brutal gain - a haul - descent!
What value carbon, fossil guaranteed!

What brief? A causal avenue's long trod...
Life carves a law, but nature has no god.

- Anthony Etherin
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Reifier (Palindrome Sonnet for Schrödinger)

We met a lap, a tell. I rep, allot.
Go moot paws’ time, dualism. I, a space.
Dicced ruffle-stats, a tactic at a spot,
Knit feline dyad; dim a set-on trace.
Dicced rises, pal, locate by nametag, tools,
Test fed rot or a grey metallic’s odd.
Ado not in an epoch, promise rules!
Use lures I morph. Co-ep an ‘I’ to nod.
Add, oscillate my erg, a rotor deft.
Sets loot, gate many. Bet a collapse, sir!
Decide, cart notes. A midday den, I left.
Ink tops a tacit cat, a stat (self-fur).

Decide caps. Aims I laud, emit; swap too.
Mog, toll a peril, let a palate mew…
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